Hand in hand – Vodafone & University of Western Australia
power to you

Sharing the benefits
At Vodafone we’re proud to be a partner of your company so we’re pleased to offer you two exclusive offers. What’s more, these offers can be redeemed by your friends and family too!

Exclusive Offer 1: Save 10%

Choose one of the smartphones below on a Vodafone Infinite Business 45 Plan or 65 Plan over 24 months and get 10% off the monthly access fees.

$45 Infinite Business plan
$0 upfront over 24 months (Total min cost $1080)
+ 500MB of data for use in Australia

$65 Infinite Business plan
+ 2GB of data for use in Australia
OR
Infinite BlackBerry Email & Internet Browsing (BIS) + 500MB for use in Australia with the BlackBerry Bold 9780

Infinite calls to any standard national numbers
Infinite TXT to any mobiles here and to overseas
Infinite voicemail Available on $65 plans and above
Infinite access to these social networks

Plus, when in Australia you get all this!

Nexus S
HTC 7 Trophy
LG Optimus Black

Apple iPhone 4 16GB
BlackBerry Bold 9780

$10 per month over 24 months (Total min cost $1800)
$0 upfront over 24 months (Total min cost $1560)
Ready to take advantage of these great offers and join Vodafone?

Simply call 1300 652 919 between 9am to 5pm – Monday – Friday (AEST) and one of our dedicated Vodafone Consultants will help you get connected.

Remember to quote your corporate code 080 to make sure you secure your offer.

Don't forget to have your 100 points of identification handy when you call.

The easiest ways to make up the 100 points are:
Passport and Credit Card, for temporary residents
Driver’s Licence and Medicare Card for permanent residents

---

**Exclusive Offer 2:**

**University of Western Australia SIM Only Family & Friends Plan**

Keep your current mobile and for just $5 a month over 12 months (total min cost $60) you can get all this when within Australia!

- **Unlimited national calls**
  to University of Western Australia Customer User Group members*

- **Unlimited national calls**
  to other University of Western Australia SIM Only Group Members*

*Unlimited standard national voice calls only available to the mobile or landline number of other members of company’s Customer User Group within Australia.

- **Unlimited voicemail in Australia**

- **Low 17.6c a minute flat rate with no flagfall**
  on all standard national calls charged per second.

- **Just 16.2c per standard TXT**

---

**Add a $4 Mobile Internet Classic Member pack and get 700MB of data for mobile internet** (12 month contract)